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[57] ABSTRACT

An identification signal is generated to identify a digital

signal, such as a digital video signal reproduced by a

digital video tape recorder (DVTR), as odd or even.

Commencing periodically, such as at the onset of each

field interval identification signals occurring at inter-

vals in the digital signal are sampled, and an odd plural-

ity (e.g., three) thereof determined to be error-free are

stored. A synthetic identification signal is generated

whose value is determined by the majority of the stored

identification signals. The generated signal is then

stored, for example, in a cascade of flip-flops, to provide

a second synthetic identification signal from the onset of

each field interval until the majority of the sampled

identification signals is determined. In a circuit for pro-

cessing a digital video signal, an identification signal for

identifying line intervals as even or odd is derived by

taking the modulo-two sum of field and frame identifi-

cation signals to determine the state of the line identifi-

cation signal at the beginning of each field, and thereaf-

ter inverting the identification signal at each line inter-

val.

14 Claims, 15 Drawing Figures
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video data arc not of a continuous nature. In this regard,

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING METHOD AND the address signals of the reproduced video data arc

APPARATUS used to write the video information into the field mem-

ory at predetermined addresses so as to obtain a picture

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 5 having continuity.

This invention relates to a method and apparatus for When the aforementioned error concealment opera-

processing digital signals and, more particularly, is di- tion is utilized with a digital color video signal, the

rected to a method and apparatus for determining the phase of the color sub-carrier may be inverted at the

correct state of a control dgnal contained in transmitted connection point between the original erroneous video

digital agnals containing errors, especially digital sig- *® data and the substituted video data. More particularly,

nak which are recorded and reproduced with a digital in the case of an NTSC system, consecutive frames are

video tape recorder. said to alternate between "odd" and "even" frames; that

Recently, digital techniques have been a^)plied to the is, the phase of the color subcarrier between corre-

transmission and recording of video signals. In particu- spending portions of successive frames differs by ir/2.

lar, a rotary head type video tape recorder CVTR) has Similarly in successive fields the color subcarrier phase

been used to record pulse code modulated (PCM) video also differs by 7r/2, and in consecutive line intervals, the

signals on a magnetic tape and, upon playback by the ^^i^^ subcarrier phase also differs by that amount. It

rotary head recorder, the video signals are pulse code should therefore be appreciated that when video data
demodulated to obtain an analog video signal. In such

^^j. j^^g) ^^^^ ^re substituted for

case, the digital video signals are generaUy grouped mto ^
corresponding video information of a successive frame

blocks with eadi block oontammg a prcdetermmcd
y^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^1^^ sutncarrier of the

number of biti^ Upon playback, each block of the repro-
^^^stit^^ted video information must be inverted to main-

duced digital video signds is P^^c^sed as an entity.
continuous phase relation of the color sub^ier.

^^T^^' ' ^ ^'JS^'^w.^ 25 This is explained more fuUy in U.S. patent application
corded and subsequently reproduced, there is the possi- 25 P >

a common
bihty that the reproduced video signals may contam i^u. i:»t,oju, lucu w^t.

u ^ L
random errors ca^ by various types of noise, such as ^^^^'^fl; ^.^'^ ^^ ^5" f
head noise, tape noise, and ampUfier noise, and may also

t° ^ identificauon signal to the video data for

contain burst errors (signal dropout) resulting from mdicatmg the frame, field, and line to which the video

dust, fingerprints, or flaws on the tape surface. It should 30 information belongs, or at least to identify whether the

be appreciated, of course, that such errors may seriously frame, field, or line is even or odd. However, ifan error

deteriorate the quality of the resulting video picture. In results in the identification signal, such phase inversion

order to minimize this problem, error correction codes cannot reliably be performed.

have been used in encoding the PCM signals prior to Moreover, to correct more accurately any error

recording on the tape. For example, parity words may 35 caused by drop-out, it has been proposed to add still

be added every predetermined number of blocks of another error correction code to the video data signal

video data and such parity words are then used during for use in detecting and correcting any error occurring

the playback process in an error detection operation. By in the address signal in the idendfication signal in each

using such error correction codes, erroneous PCM block of video diata. However, such a code having a

signals may be corrected or compensated so as to avoid 40 high capability of error detection and correction tends

the aforementioned deterioration in video playback. It to nj^ke the recorded digital video signal overly redun-

should be appreciated that the more error correction ^ant. and at the same time requires a high degree of
code words that are used, the more accurate is the error circuit complexity and sophistication, both for the re-

detection/correction operation. However, it is also cording and for the playback operations,
desirable, in achieving such error correction, to reduce 45

the "overhead", or redundancy by keeping the number OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE
of error correction bits as small as possible so as to INVENTION
maximize the area of tape that can be used for recording

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to pro-
of data.

, , ' ^ t.. L vide a method and apparatus for processing a digital
Further, when the frequency of errors becomes high, 50 ^^^-^ above^escribed difficulties en-

so that the number of errors exceeds the error correct- ^^^^ ^or art.
mg capabihty of the error conrection code, anerror

particulariy, it is an object of this invention to
conc^hnent operation, rather than an error cortertion ^^^^ processing a digital
operation, is used. Such operation may be accom- . i j u- u • i«.if. ^a^^*^a*^
p&, for example, by replacing the erroneous video 55 ^^^^ ^^^^ is particularly adapted to assign

data .^th video dato which are^pproximately equal
appropriate contro sigr^

^^^^^^^^l?^^^^^^
thereto. In this regard, a field memory for storing sue-

vid^o "S^al so Aat proper color subcamer phase can

cessive fields^ of xddeo data is provided and an address be determined without mcreasing the reduridancy of the

signal is added to each block of video data for address- recorded or otherwise trananitted video signal,

mg the blocks of video data into the field memory. 60 It is mother object of this invention to provide a

When the speed of movement of the magnetic tape method and apparatus for processmg a digital video

during playback is faster than that used during record- signal which assigns appropnate control signals thereto

ing, the rotary head can be shifted so as to skip over a during special playback modes of a DVTR.
predetermined number of tracks to reproduce, for ex- It is stiU another objojt of this invention to provide a

ample, every other track. During playback at a speed 65 method and apparatus for processing a digital signal in

slower than that of recording, the rotary head scans the which appropriate control signals can be assigned not-

same track more than once and then jumps over to the withstanding errors occurring in the transmitted video

next adjacent track. Consequently, the reproduced signal.

07/26/2002, EAST Version: 1,03.0002
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In accordance with an aspect of this invention, a
method of assigning to a transmitted digital signal a
control value to indicate whether the digital signal is of
an odd state or ofan even state involves detecting errors

occurring in the digital signal; sampling and storing the

value of a control signal detected to be free of errors

and occurring at regular intervals in the digital signal

for an odd plurality of times (e.g., three times); judging
whether the majority of the sampled and stored values
indicate the odd state or the even state; providing an
identifying signal which is of the odd state or the even
state as determined by the majority of the sampled val-

ues; and providing the identifying signal as the control
value. The method of this invention continues to pro-
vide a previously determined identifying signal as the

control value until the step of judging is carried out.

Preferably, where the digital signal is a digital video
signal, the method assigns odd or even values, as appro-
priate, to identify each transmitted data block thereof as
to the odd or even state of its respective field and frame.
The state of the line interval with which the data block
is associated is initially determined by a logic combina-
tion of the control values associated with the r^pective
frame and field, and then is changed for each successive

line interval thereafter.

According to another aspect of this invention, appa-
ratus for determining the state of a two-state control

signal, such as an identifying signal for identifying

whether a digital video signal is even or odd, and which
occurs at regular periodic intervals in a transmitted
digital signal, comprises detecting circuitry for detect-

ing errors in the digital signal; a sampling circuit for

sampling and storing an odd plurality of such control
signals determined to be free of errors upon the occur-
rence of a periodically-occurring signal; a judging cir-

cuit forjudging whether a majority of the sampled and
stored control signals are of one state or of the comple-
mentary state, and providing an identifying signal based
on the judged state of such majority; a memory device ^
for storing the control signal at least until a successive
identifying signal is provided; and a selector coupled to
the memory device for providing an identifying signal

based on the stored control signal following said peri-

odically-occurring signal, and when said judging has 45
been carried out, providing the identifying signal based
on the majority so judged.

These and other objects, features, and advantages of
this invention will become apparent from a consider-
ation of the ensuing description, when read in conjunc- 50
tion with the accompanying drawings.*

FIG. 6 is a block schematic diagram of one embodi-
ment of a control signal detecting circuit according to

this invention which can be used in the playback section

of FIG. 3; and
FIGS. 7A to 7F are signal waveform charts to which

reference will be made in explaining operatian of the
circuit of FIG. 6,

35

55

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIGS. lA and IB show the relation of frame, field,

and line intervals, and their associated ID signals, m a
digital video signal.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a recording
section of a digital video tape recorder (DVTR) cm-
bodying this invention;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a playback 60
section of a digital video tape recorder (DVTR) em-
bodying this invention;

FIGS. 4A and 4B are schematic diagrams to which
reference will be made in explaining the digitization and
code arrangement of a video signal for use in a DVTR 65
embodying this invention;

FIG. 5 is a schematic plan view illustrating a track
pattern recorded with the recording section of FIG. 2;

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

In order to facilitate a better understanding of the
present invention, there will first be described with
reference to FIGS. lA to IC the conditions for digital

recording ofan NTSC color video signal. In particular,

since one frame comprises 525 lines, the number of lines

selected for a first (third) and a second (fourth) field are
262 and 263. respectively. In the first field, a vertical

synchronizing pulse and a horizontal synchronizing
pulse are in phase with each other and such field is

considered an "odd" field, while the field in which these
pulses are out of phase is considered an "even" field.

Further, the number of sampled picture elements in

each horizontal period (H) varies with the sampling
frequency (Cs) employed. Since the color subcarrier
frequency (f^c) is 455/2 times the horizontal frequency
(fff)f the number of sampled picture elements in one
horizontal period for a sampling frequency fs—^ f^cis
910 samples (FIG. 4A). Moreover, the number of sam-
ples in the effective video region or portion of each

30 horizontal period is 768, with the remaining portion of
each, horizontal period constituting the horizontal
blanking interval which includes a horizontal synchro-
nizing signal and a burst signal.

In the NTSC system, the phase of the color subcar-
rier is inverted in every other line interval. The line

interval in which the color subcarrier phase is unin-
verted are considered even line intervals and the alter-

nate line intervals, in which the color subcarrier phase is

inverted, are considered odd line intervals. Because
there are 525 line intervals in each frame interval, if the
first line interval in one frame interval is odd, it follows
that the first line interval in the next successive frame
interval will be even. Consequently, the frame intervals

arc also considered as alternating between odd intervals

and even intervals. Further, as mentioned previously,

the field intervals also alternate between odd and even.
When an NTSC color video signal is converted to a

digital video signal as mentioned above, each portion of
the digital video signal must be properly identified as to
whether it represents an odd or even frame interval, an
odd or even field interval, and an odd or even line inter-

val, so that the horizontal synchronizing pulse and ver-
tical synchronizing pulse will have the proper relation,

and so that the correct color phase will be assigned,
when the digital signal is converted to an analog digital

signal for display on a video viewing screen.
An identification signal ID is added to the digital

video signal at periodic intervals therein with portions
for identifying each of the respective frame, field, and
Une intervals represented thereby as even or odd. As
shown in FIG. lA, the signal ID has a portion associ-

ated with the state of the frame that is high for 525
successive line intervals (one odd frame interval) and
then is low for the following successive 525 line inter-

vals (one even frame interval). As shown in FIG. IB.
the signal ID has a portion, associated with the state of
the field interval, that is high for the first 263 line inter-

vals of each frame interval (one odd field interval) and

07/26/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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then is low for the following 262 line intervals (one even Referring back to FIG. 2, the time base compression

field mterval). As shown in FIO. IC, the signal ID has circuit 3a or 3^ in each channel compresses the video

a portion, associated with the state of the line, that is data and provides a data blanking period in which the

high for each odd line interval and then is low for the block synchronizing signal, inserts the identification

even line intervals alternating therewith. These three 5 and address signals and the check codes into each block

portions of the signal ID are cyclical, and have periods of video data of96 samples, and at the same time, sets up

of two frame intervab, two field intervals, and two line data blanking periods in which the blocks of the parity

intervals, respectively. ^ inserted. The output of the time base compres-

In FIG. 2, there is shown a recording section of a sion circuit 3fl or 36 in each channel is supplied to the

DVTR according to this invention having an input 10 respective error correcting encoder 4fl or 46 in which

terminal 1 to which an NTSC color video signal to be the parity data for the horizontal and vertical directions

recorded is applied. The color video signal from the and the check words for each block are generated,

input terminal I is supplied to a multiplexer 2 in which ^^e block synchronizing signal and the idaitification

the digitized effective region of the color video signal in ^^^^ ^ ^° Pf^^
each half-horizontal period (i H) b divided into two 15 data m the recording proc^^or &7 or 56 m each chan-

channels. The data of the two chamiels are processed in
^^l. The address lagna^ Ap represents the previously-

the same mamier. The data in one of the chamiels are
of the block. Furthen m each recording

derived as a record signal after being applied, in se- Pf^^^J.^ ^J^V^"" ^'"'^i^'^^f
^^IkiI r

quence. to a thne base compression circuit 3fl. an error
^ock codmg type which converts the nmber of bits of

^^^^^^rA^ «T^o^ecrtr a T«tiUi ^ 0"^ Sample froffl 8 to 10, and a parallel-to-serial con-
correcung encoder 4a, recordmg processor a multi- ^ serializing the^ parallel l(M)it code. As dis-
plexer 6 and recordmg amphfiers 7a and 76. The data m ,

~\
. . « v,* %f a to?^

Sie other chamiel alsS processed by a similar ar- P^^^ ^ ^^^^^IZ^tu '° "'^
'

'

^gemen^thati^byatJ^^^^ ^etiSe\lS^^
S^^aTul^^rri^ DC Web are dose to ze^^^

supplied throu^ output termmals to respecUve
j^e foregoing, the DC lev^f the record signal is made

four rotary heads (not stown) extending obUquely^^^^
^1^^^ ^ .,,1^ ^^^^

magnetic tape 10, as shown m FIG. 5. It should be
with each other as much as possible. Such block coding

appreciated that each scanning operation by the four ^ employed for preventing degradation of the transmit-
rotary heads results in one field of video information waveform on the playback side by achieving a sub-
behig recorded m the four parallel tracks 9a-9d collec- ^^^^ DC-free transmission. Further, since informa-
^^^^y-

. , . J . 1 *^on included in the identification sig^ ID in each
The code arrangement of each of the record signals 35 yo^k is important for processing in the reproducing

respectively provided at the four rotary heads wiU now system, each recording processor 5a or 56 further gen-
be described with reference to FIGS. 4A and 4B. As ^^^^ address and identification signal check code
shown in FIG. 4A, each half-horizontal period of effec- CRCC and adds the same to each block as shown in

tive video information includes 384 samples and this pjQ, 43,
half horizontal period of video information is divided 40 output of the recorxiing processors Sa and 56 are
into four blocks of 96 samples each, with each block to the multiplexer 6 where they are distributed to

being supplied at the output terminals Ba-%d of the four channels through the recording amplifiers 7fl-7i/ to
recording section of FIG. 2. The time compression output terminals Ba-Sd, respectively, as previously
circuit 3 in each channel compresses the video signal to discussed. Four rotary heads (not shown) are connected
provide a data blanking period for each block of video 45 to the output terminals Sa-W through, for example,
information mto which a synchronizing signal, an iden- rotary transformers, whereby one scan by the four

tification signal, and error correction words can be heads functions to record the four parallel tracks 9a-9d
inserted. This is shown more particularly in FIG. 4B in extending obliquely on the magnetic tape 10 which
which each block ofthe coded digital signal (video data constitute one field of video information,

or parity data) is composed of a block synchronizing 50 Referring now to FIG. 3, a reproducing section of a
signal (SYNC) ofthree samples, address (AD) and iden- DVTR embodying this invention includes four input

tification (ID) signals of two samples, an address and terminals lla-Xld for receiving the digital video signal

identification sign^ error check word (CROC), the 96 reproduced by the four rotary heads. In particular, in

samples of video information arranged as forty-eight the reproducing or playback operation of the DVTR
words Wi to W48, and data check words Pi and Qi of 55 according to this invention, the reproduced video data

two samples each. The block synchronizing signal is signals are derived from the four rotary heads which
used for identifting the beginning of a block, where- scan the tracks 9<i-9d, respectively, and are applied

upon the address and identification signals AD/ID, the through playback amplifiers IZa-lld to playback pro-

information data and the check words can be extracted. cessors 13a-13d respectively. The latter playback pro-

The identification signal ID indicates the particular 60 cessors perform a waveshaping operation, convert the

channel (track), the frame, the field, and the line to serial data into parallel form, extract the block synchro-

which the information data of the block belong and nizing, identification (ID) and address (AD) signals and
whether such information data are even or odd, and the the check code from the data, and further perform a

address signal AD represents the address of the respec- block decoding, Le., lO-bit-to-8-bit conversion opera-

tive block, that is, the location of the video data in each 65 tipn. In addition, in the block decoding operation, each

field. The check words constitute an error correcting 96-5ample block of data is error detected for every 24

code used for detection of errors in the data of the samples thereof. The outputs of playback processors

respective blocks. - lZa~tZd are applied to respective time base correctors
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in which any tinie base error m the data is

removed.
The data of each channel are provided from the re-

^ective time base correctors 14a-14d by way ofa mu}-

tipiexer 15 and an inteichangcr 16 to error conecting
decodeis 17a and 176. In particular, the outputs from
time base correctors 14a-14<f are fiist applied to a multi-

plexer IS in which the four outputs are reassonbled into

two channds and interdianger 16 functions to restore

the mixed data from the multiplexer 15 to its correct
order. In other words, in an ordinary playback opera-
tion in which the rotary heads faithfully scan the re-

cording tracks on the magnetic tape or in slow motion
or still picture playback in which the rotary heads are

controlled in position so that they faithfully follow the

recording tracks, respectively, signals are reproduced
only from the tracks corresponding to the four rotary

heads. However, during high speed playback, in which
the running speed of the magnetic tape is as Higli as

several dozen times its normal forward speed, the indi- 20

nation of the scaiming direction of the heads is different

&om that of the record tracks, as shown by the broken
lines 9' in FIG. 5, so that each head scans obliquely to

the tracks 9a-9d, and picks up a plurality of record

. tracks during each trace thereof. As a result, the signals 25

reproduced from the different tracks are mixed to-

gether. In such a case, interchanger 16 identifies the

correct r:ligmipK of the reproduced signalit^ nging track

identification ^gnals, and supplies the repiodnced sig-

nals to the error correcting decoders 17a and lib and, in

particular, to the correct addresses in memories thereof,

for the re^>ective channeL In the case of reproduction
at the normal reproducing speed, the data from the

multiplexer 15 are merely passed througjh the inter-

changer 16 to the respective error conecting decoders.
The interchanger 16 is also provided at its input with a
circuit for assigning the correct identification signal to

the blocks whenever errors occur in the identification

signal H).

Details of this interchanger are explained, for exam- 40
pie, in U.S. Pat. No. 4,392,162, issued July 5, 1983. and
having a common assignee herewith.

Each error correcting decoder 17a and 17^ includes

error detecting and correcting circuits using the hori-

zontal and vertical parity data and the various data 45

check words Pi and Qt. It should be appreciated that,

daring high speed reproduciqg, no error detection and
correction are carried out using the horizontal and ver-

tical parity data, even thougih errors in the respective

identification signals are accommodated in interchanger 50
16. The error correcting decoders lia and 17^ each
include a field memory. If uncorrectable data, that isi,

data with too many errors thoein, are reproduced the
data supplied to the error correcting decoders 17a and
17^ are not written into the field memories, but rather, -55

data which have preceded the uncorrectaUe data by
one field are used in an interpolation or concealment
process. The data from each error correcting decode
17a and t7b are applied to respective time base e]q>an-

der circuits ISa and ISb which return the data to the 60
ori^nal transmitting rate and then apply the A^ta to a
common multiplexer 19. The multiplexer 19 serves to

return the reproduced data of the two channels into a
single channel which is supplied to a signal processor 20
friom which a reproduced color video signal is provided 65

at an output terminal 2L The signal processor 20 sepa-

rates the luminance and chrominance components from
the color video signal, for example;, by means ofa digital

30

35

filter, in order to correct the phase of the color subcar-

rier of the chrominance components by u^ng 02123 the

identification signal ID, whenever a conceafan^t oper-

ation is carried out In addition, the digital color video

signal is converted into an analog color video signal by
a D/A (digitai-to-analog) converter (not shown).
As mentioned earlier, the frame identification agnal,

the field identification signal, and the line identification

signal bec(Hne rather important in carryiug out an error

concealing operation, particularly because the color
sobcarrier phase and the proper phase relation of the
vertical and horizontal synchronizing pulses must be
made correct where a digital data woid from a line

interval ofone field, for example, is to be substituted for

a data word in a corresponding line interval in a subse-

quent field. As mentioned before, the identification

signals ID are used to identify the frame mterval, field

interval, and line interval associated with a particular

block of video data as being odd or even, respectively.

That is, the identification signal can contain a one-bit

fiame identification code FRMID, a one-bit fiflH identi-

fication code FLDID, and a one-tnt line identification

code LINID, each ofwhich has a value of"1" or "0" to

represent odd or even, respectively.

It is posable that random and burst errors can affect

the identification signals ID as well as the data words
contained in any particular block. It has been previously

proposed to use an error correcting coding method to

accommodate errors in the identification signals ID in a
in3Tincr OTimlar to the Way errors in the video data

words. W] to W4S are corrected by using the parity

words Qi and <^ However, use of an identification

code error cortB<ation code adds additional^overfaead

bits to ea^bloc^ of transmitted Aojleo data, thereby

increasing the redundancy of the data. In addition, the

use of an error correcting code for the identification

agnals ID requires additionaf circuit complexity both in

the transmit or recording side (FIO. 2) and in the re-

ceive or playback side (FIG. 3).

Furthermore, where an error occurs in a parity word
or other error correction word assodated with the

address and identification agnalsAD and ID, it is possi-

ble that attempted error correction can lead to miscor-

rection of the identification signal ID, so tlmt, for exam-
ple, a particular odd frame, field, or line is misidentified

as being even.

Because of the cyclical nature of the identification

signals ID, and because the frame identification signal

FRMID and the field identification signal FLDID are

constant within any particular frame and field, respec-

tively, it is possible to provide a synthetic identification

^gnal determined by sampling the identification ^gnals
FRMID or FLDID for a plurality of blocks of the

video data and providing Uie synthetic identification

signal as indicating odd or even depending on whether
the majority of the sampled identification signals

FRMID or FLDID are odd or even. Until a determina-

tion is made whether this majority indicate odd or evcQ»
a previously determined synthetic identification signal

is provided.

One embodiment ofa circuit carrying out this opera-
tion is shown in FIG. 6i, and can be incorporated, for

example, into the interchanger 16l

The circuit of this embodiment includes a frame iden-

tification shift register 22A and a field identification

shifr register 22B, which receive and store the frame
identification signals FRMID axul field identification

signals FLDID, respectively. Three outputs Q^,

07/26/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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and Qcof each of the shift registers 22A and 22B are The inverter 27' also provides its output as a selecting

coupled to inputs A, B, and Q respectively, of associ- signal SLOT to a selector 29 to be described later,

ated decoders 23A and 23B. In this instance* the decod- In operation, the output Qc of the shift register 27 is

ers are three-to-dght code converters, and each of the set to **0" at the beginning of each fidd interval, and is

decoders 23A and 23B has eight outputs Yoto Y?. The 5 set to "1" when three error-free identification signals

outputs Yo. Y|. Yi and Y4ofeach decoder 23A and 23B FRMID and FLDID have occured. Consequently, the

are coupled to inputs of an associated AND gate 24A outputs Q4, Qj, Qcof the frame and field shift registers

and 24B, respectively, likewise, the remaining outputs 22A and 22B store values of the frame and field identifi-

Y3, Y5, Y6 and Y7 are connected to another associated cation signals FRMID and FLDID, which can be as-

AND gate 25A and 25B. The AND gate 24A provides 10 sumed to be valid. Therefore, the synthetic frame and

a majority-of-frame signal MR, which is "1" when a field identification signals FRMA and FLDA, which

majorityof the outputs Q^,Qb, Qcof the shift register represent the majority of three identification signals

22A are "1", but is otherwise. The AND gate 25A which are presumed to be valid, has a high reliability,

provides a minority-of-frame signal MR which is com- D-type flip-flops 30a and 30^ follow the RS latch

plementary to the majority-of-frame signal MR. 15 26A to provide a second synthetic frame identification

In like fashion, the AND gate 24B provides a majori- signal FRMB which can be used until such time as three

ty-of-field signal ML which is "1" whenever the major- error-free error signals ID are obtained. These D-type

ity of the outputs Qa, Qb, Qc of the shift register 22B flip-flops 30a and 306 are connected in cascade, with the

are "1", but which is otherwise 'XTVDie AND gate 22B signal RST being applied to the clock inputs thereof,

provides a minority-of-field signal ML which is comple- 20 The synthetic identification signal FRMA is applied to

mentary thereto. ^ "'P^^ ^ flip-flop 3Dfl, whose uninverted out-

In order to provide the majority-of-frame signal MR P^t Q is coupled to the D input of the flip-flop 30b. The

and a majority-of.field signal ML, the outputs Y0-Y7 of inverted output Q of this flip-flop 30b provides the

the decoders 23A and 23B are provided as a function of second synthetic frame identification signal FRMB.

the inputs A, B, C thereto, as illustrated in the following 25 It should be understood that during normal circum-

l^l^l^.
stances, the identification signals FRMA and FRMB
are m phase with one another. The identification signal

: FRMB will change values at the onset of each frame, in

In ut of Output of MR N«"
response to the signals RST, whereas the identification

23A^or 23B 23A or 23B or or ^0 signal FRMA wiU not change values until such time

that three error-free identification signals FRMID areABC Yq Yi Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 y? ML ML received. Thus, the second synthetic frame identifica-

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 I I 1001 1 0. 1 1 1 I 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111 1

0 1 1 I 1

1 0 1 1 1110111110111110

0 1 tion signal FRMB can be used until the value of the

0 1 identification signal FRMA is determined.

J 0
Similarly, another D-type flip-flop 31 is provided

0 1
following the RS latch 26b to generate a second syn-

1 0 thctic field identification signal FLDB at its inverted

1 0 output Q. This second field identification signal FLDB
^ ^ ' ' ^ ^ ^ ° is used as the field identification signal until such time as

40 the value of the field identification signal FLDA is

Each of the pairs ofAND gates 24A, 25A, and 24B, determined.

25B is followed by a respective RS latch circuit 26A The selector 29 in this embodiment acts, in eflect, as

and 26B to store the majority-of-frame signal MR and a two-pole, two-throw electronic switch. A first pair of

the majority-of-field signal ML and to provide the syn- inputs A and B thereof receive the synthetic frame

thetic frame and field identification signals FRMA and 45 identification signals FRMA and FPM6 respectively,

FLDA, respectively. while a second pair of input terminals A' and B' receive

Another shift register 27 is provided to control the the synthetic field identification signals FLDA and

operation of the frame and field shift registers 22A and FLDB, respectively. A pair of output terminals Y and

22B. An inverse error signal ERR is provided to asam- Y' provide output frame and field identification signals

pUng input SR of the shift register 27. This signal ERR 50 FRMX and FLDX, respectively. In this arrangement,

has a value of " 1 " if it is determined that the address and whenever the signal SLCT from the inverter 27' is ''O",

identification signal AD and ID are error-firee, but has a the inputs A and A' are respectively coupled to the

value of if there is an error detected in the signals outputs Y and Y', and whenever the signal SLCT is "1",

AD and ID. This signal ERR can be convenientiy pro- the inputs B and B' are respectively coupled to the

vided in response to processing of the check code word 55 outputs Y and Y'. Because the signal SLCT is "1" until

CRCC. An AND gate 28 has its output coupled to a the values of the majority-of-frame signal MR and

clock input CK of the shift register 27 and has inputs majorityK)f-field signal ML are determined, and is 'XT

coupled to receive the inverse error signal ERR and thereafter, the selector 29 provides the second synthetic

also to receive a window pulseWND which is provided frame and field identification signals FRMB and FLDB
for each block of the video data during the occurrence 60 as the output identification signals FRMX and FLDX
of the address and identification signals AD and ID. An from the onset of each field until a majority of the re-

inverse reset pulse RST (FIG. 7A), which has a rising ceived frame and field identification signals FRMD and

edge at the onset of each field interval, is provided to FLDID are determined. However, at the time that

the clear terminal CL of the shift register 27. A third judging the majority of the frame and field identifica-

outputQcofthe shift register 27 is coupled to a latching 65 tion signals FRMID and FLDID is completed, the

input Gi of each of the decoders 23A and 23B, and is selector 29 provides the synthetic frame and field identi-

also coupled through an inverter 27' to enabling termi- fication sig^ials FRMA and FLDA as the respective

nals So of each of the shift registers 22A, 22B, and 27. output identification signals FRMX and FLDX.

07/26/2002, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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A synthetic line identification signal LINY can be
provided by considering the relation of the frame, field,

and line identification signals, as illustrated in FIG.
lA-lC. In this embodiment, the second synthetic field

identification signal FLDB is provided to one input of
an exclusive-OR gate 32, while an inverse frame identi-

fication signal FRMB is provided from the non-invert-

ing output Q of the flip-flop 30b to another input of the

exclusiveOR gate 32. Thus, the gate 32 provides a
signal LINX which is the modulo-2 sum of the signals

FLDB and FRMB. This signal LINX is provided to an
input of a NAND gate 33 and also through an inverter

34 to an input of another NAND gate 35. The output of
the NAND gates 33 and 35 are coupled respectively to

a clear terminal CL and a preset terminal PR of a D-
type flip-flop 36. Another D-type flip-flop 37 is con-

nected in advance of the flip-flop 36, and has an unin-

verted output Q2 coupled to the clock input of the flip-

flop 36. The inverted outputs Qi and Q2 of these flip-

flops are coupled to their respective D input terminals.

A block signal BLKR (FIG. 7B) is applied to the clock

input of the flip-flop 37, and the signal RST is applied to

the clear input terminal CL of this flip-flop 37, and,

through an inverter 38, to respective inputs of the

NAND gates 33 and 35.

The block signal BLKR has the duration of one su-

perblock, formed of four of the data blocks as illustrated

in FIG. 4B. Consequently, it should be understood that

the signal BLKR occurs at a firequency twice the hori-

zontal line frequency.
The signal RST clears the flip-flop 37 at the onset of

each field interval, so that the uninverted output Q2 of
the flip-flop 37 has a value of "1" upon the first occur-
rence of the signal BLKR. Consequently, the unin-

verted and inverted outputs Q2 and Q2 of the flip-flop 37
oscillate at twice the line rate, as shown in FIG. 7C and
7D, respectively. If the signal LINX is "1", indicating

that both the frame and the field are of the same state

12
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20

25

30

35

Having described a specific preferred embodiment of

this invention, it is to be understood that the invention is

not limited to that precise embodiment, and that various

changes and modifications may be effected therein by
one skilled in the art without departing from the scope
or spirit of the invention as defmed in the appended
claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A method of assigning a control value having one
of two complementary states to a transmitted digital

signal arranged in blocks of digital data and having a
control signal with one of two complementary states at

a predetermined location in each such block to identify

the respective block as being of an odd type or an even
type, comprising

detecting errors occurring in said control signal;

sampling and storing the control signal, beginning at

periodic times when said blocks are expected to

change over from one of said odd and even types to

the other thereof, for a plurality of said blocks
where the control signal therein is detected to be
free of errors;

judging whether there is a majority of blocks in

which a sampled and stored control signal has one
or the other of said complementary states;

providing as said control value an identifying signal

whose state is determined by the state of the judged
majority of the blocks; and

following a subsequent such periodic time and until a
majority of blocks in which a sampled and stored

control signal has one or the other of said comple-
mentary states is judged, providing as said control

value a supplemental identifying signal based on a

previously determined identifying signal.

2. A method of assigning a control value according to

claim 1, wherein said digital signal is a video signal

having frame intervals, field intervals within each said

frame interval, and line intervals within each said field

45

50

(i.e.. both are even or both are odd), the NAND gate 35 4Q interval, and each said block has an identification signal
. ^ to identify the frame interval and the field interval asso-

ciated therewith as being odd or even.

3. A method of assigning a control value according to

claim 2, wherein each said line interval of the digital

video signal is constituted by a plurality of said blocks.

4. A method of assigning identifying signals having
one of two complementary states to each block of a
transmitted digital video signal arranged as a succession
of such blocks and having a control signal disposed at a
predetermined data location within each such block, the
digital video signal being constituted by a succession of
frame intervals, each being formed of two field inter-

vals, with each field interval being formed of a plurality

of line intervals such that there are provided an odd
number of line intervals in each said frame interval,

with the line intervals, the field intervals, and the frame
intervals each alternating between an even type and an
odd type, and with the control signal including at least

a field identifying portion and a frame-identifying por-
tion having states for identifying the associated frame
interval and field interval, respectively, as being of the
even type or the odd type; comprising

detecting errors occurring in said control signal;

sampling and storing the control signal for an odd
plurality of said blocks in which said control signal

is detected to be free of errors;

judging whether the frame-identifying portions of the

sampled and stored control signal in each block are

presets the flip-flop 36, so that the uninverted output Qi
thereof provides the synthetic Hnc indication signal

LINY which is "1" initially, and is alternately "0" and
"1" as illustrated in FIG. 7E. However, if the signal

LINX is "0", indicating that the frame and field identifi-

cation signals are of opposite states (i.e., one is even and
the other odd) then the NAND gate 33 clears the flip-

flop 36, so that the synthetic line identification signal

LINY is initially "0** and thereafter alternates between
"1" and "0" as shown in FIG. 7F.

It should be appreciated that other arrangements of
the identification signal circuit are possible within the
scope of this invention. For example, it should be under-
stood that although in this embodiment three frame
identification signals FRMID and three field identifica- 55
tion signals FLDID are sampled, and a majority of such
three samples are used to develop the signals MR and
ML, r^pectively, any odd plurality of signals, such as 5,

7, or 9 samples, could be used instead.

Furthermore, although the described embodiment is 60
used with a digital television signal according to the
NTSC system, the described embodiment could be
adapted, within the purview of this invention, to ac-

comodate digital color video signals according to the
PAL system or the SECAM system. Still further, the
present invention could also be used with a digital audio
signal, especially if encoded to be recorded on a video
recorder.

63
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predoininantly of the type identifying the associ-

ated frame interval as odd or as even;

providing a frame idoitifymg signal having one of

two complementary values as determined by said

judging;

judging whether the fieldridentifying portions of the

sampled and stored control signal in each block are

predominantly of the type identifying the associ-

ated field interval as odd or as even;

providing a field identifying signal having one of two
complementary vahies as detemiined by the last-

mentioned judging;

establishing a line identifying signal of one of two
complementary states to identify the associated line

interval as being of the odd type of the even type,

which line identifying signal is set to one of said

complementary states at the onset ofeach said field

. interval in dependence on a logic combination of

said frame identifying signal and said field identify-

ing signal; and

thereafter, for each succeeding line interval in such

field interval, alternating the state of said line iden-

tifying signal.

5. A method of assigning identifying signals accord-

ing to claim 4, wherein said logic combination include 25

an exdusive-OR combination of said frame identifying

signal and said field identifying signal.

6. A method of assigning identification signals having

one of two complementary states to each block of a

transmitted digitaJ video signal arranged as a succession 30

of such blocks and having a control signal disposed at a

predetermined data location within each such block, the

digital video signal being constituted by a succession of

frame intervals, each being formed of two field inter-

vals, with eaqh said field interval bemg formed of a 35

plurality of line intervals such that there are provided

an odd number of line intervals in each said frame inter-

val with the line mtervals, the field intervals, and the

frame intervals each alternating between an odd type

and an even type, and with the control signal including 40

at least a field identifying portion and a frame identify-

ing portion having states for identifying the associated

frame interval and the field interval, respectively, as

being of the even type or the odd type; comprising

detecting errors occurring in said control signal;

sampling and storing, at the commencement of each
said field: interval, the control signal for an odd
plurality of said blocks d^ected to be free oferrors;

Judging whether the frame-identifying portions of

45

judged, providing supplemental frame and field

identifying signals based on the frame and field

identifying signals, respectively, associated with a

just-concluded field interval.

7. Apparatus for providing an identifying signal based

on a control signal having one of two complementary
states and occurring at r^ular periodic intervals in a

transmitted digital signal, comprising

error detector means for producing an error signal

having one value when said control signal is de-

tected to be error free and another value when the

same is detected to be in error,

sampling means for sampling and storing the control,

signal at an odd plurality of said regular periodic

intervals when said error signal has said one value;

judging means for judging whether the sampled and
stored control signal at a majority of the regular

periodic intervals is of one state or of the comple-
mentary state, and providing an identifying signal

based on the judged state of the control signal in

said majority of regular periodic intervals;

control means for causing said sampling means to

sample and store the control signal at successive

pluralities of said regular periodic intervals and to

cause said judging means to judge a majority of

such samples;

memory means for storing saiid identifying signal at

least until a successive plurality of intervals con-

taining said control signal b sampled and stored

and a successive identifying signal based on the

judged state of majority of said successive plurality

is provided;

and selector means providing the stored identifying

signal as an output identifying signal during the

time, as controlled by said control means, that said

control signal contained in the successive plurality

of regular periodic intervals is bemg sampled, and
providing said successive identifying sig^ com-
mencing at the time, as controlled by said control

means, that the state of a majority of said succes-

sive plurality is judged.

8. Apparatus for providing an identifying signal ac-

cording to claim 7, wherein said sampling means in-

cludes a shift register receiving said control signal at an

input thereof, capable of storing up to an odd plurality

n of samples, and having a corresponding plurality n of

output terminals; and said judging means includes code
converting means having n input terminals each cou-

pled to a respective one of said output terminals of said

the blocks in which the control signal has been 50 shift register, and a different plurality m ofoutput termi-

samplcd and stored are predominantly of the type

identifying the associated frame interval as odd or
as even;

providing a frame identifying signal having one of
two complementary values as determined by said

judging;

judging whether the field-identifying portions of the

blocks in which the control signal has been sam-
pled and stored are predominantly of the type iden-

nals, and logic gate means coupled to said m output

terminals of said code converting means to provide a
logic output which is "1" when a msyority of the n
output terminals ofsaid shift register provides a value of

55 "1", but to provide a "0" when a m^ority of ^d n
output terminals provides a value of '*0'\

9. Apparatus for providing an identifying signal ac-

cording to claim 8, wherein an output of one logic state

is provided at only one of said ou^ut terminals of said

tifying the associated field interval as odd or as 60 code converting means for each particular configura-

tion of input values applied to said n input tenninals

thereof, with the remaining output terminals being pro-

vided with an output of the complementary logic state;

and wherein said logic gate means includes at least one
65 AND gate having inputs coupled to selected ones of

said output terminals.

10. Apparatus for providing an identifying signal

according to claim 8, wherein said memory means in-

even;

providing a field identifying signal having one of two
complementary values as determined by the last-

mentioned judging; and
at the commencement of a successive field hiterval,

and untn the control signal in a plurality of the

blocks is sampled and stored and the frame-identi-

fying and field-identifying portions thereof are
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eludes flip flop means for storing said identifying signal

and inverting the stored identifying signal at periodic

intervals at which the control signal occurring at regu-

lar periodic intervals in the transmitted digital signal b
expected to be inverted. ^

11. Apparatus for providing an identifying agnal

according to claim 7, whcrdn said error detector means
includes counting means having reset means whereby
said counting tti^tk: is reset at trmes when the state of

|q
said control signal is expected to change for counting

said odd plurality ofregular periodic intervals in which
said control signal is sampled and stored by said sample

means occurring when said error signal has said one
value, and means responsive to said counting means for IS

providing a selecting signal to said selector means in

response to a predetermined count of said counting

means.

12. Apparatus for providing an identifying signal

according to claim 11, wherein said means responsive to
^

said counting means includes means for continuing tfae

provision of said selecting signal until said counting

mmeans is thereafter reset by said reset means.

13. Apparatus for providing an identification signal
25

having one of two complementary states to each block

of a transmitted digital video agnal arranged as a suc-

cession of such blocks and having a control signal dis-

posed at a predetermined data location within each such

block, the digital video signal being constituted by a 30

succession of frame intervals, each being formed of two
field intervals, with each field interval being formed of

a plurality of line intervals such that there are provided

an odd number of line intervals in each said finame inter-

val, with the line intervals, the field intervals, and the

frame intervals each alternating between an even type

and an odd type, and with the control signal including

at least a field identifying portion and a frame identify-

ing portion having states for identifying the associated ^
frame interval and field interval, respectively, as being

of the odd type or the even typ^ comprising

detecting means for detecting whether said control

signal contains errors or is &ee of errors;

sampling means for sampling and storing the control 45

signal for an odd plurality of said blodu in which

said control agnal is detected to be free oferrors by
said detecting means; . .

frame judging means for judging whether the fiame-

identifying portions of the sampled and stored con-

trol agnal in said odd plurality of blocks are pre-

dominantly of the -type identifying the associated

frame interval as odd or as even;

logic means providiog a fi'ame identifying agnal hav-
ing one of two complementary values as deter-

mined by said frame judging;
field judging meaijs for judging whether the field-

identifying portions of the sampled and stored con-

trol signal in said odd plurality of blocks are pre-

dominantly of the type identifying the associated

field intoval as odd or as even;

logic means providing a field identifying signal hav-

ing one of two complementary values as deter-

mined by said field judging;

line-identifying means for establishing a line identify-

ing signal of one of two complementary states to

identify the ^sociated line interval as being of the

odd type or of the even type, which line identifying

signal is set to one of said complementary states at

the onset of each said field interval in dependence
on a logjc combination of said fi^me identifying

signal and said field identifying signal; and
means causing said line-identifying means to switch
over for each succeeding fine interval in such field

interval to alternate the state ofsaid line identifying

signal.

14. Apparatus for providing an identification signal

according to claim 13. wherein said line identifying

means includes an excltisive-OR gate coupled to receive

said fiame identifying signal and said field identifying

signal and providing an exchisive-OR output; means to

receive an indicating agnal indicating the commence-
ment of a field interval; flip flop means triggered at tfae

rate of said line intervals and having an output, a clear

terminal, and a preset terminal; and a logic circuit pro-
viding a clear signal to said ciear terminal when said

indicating signal occurs while said exclu^ve-OR output
has one^ue but providing a preset signal to said preset

terminal when said indicating signal occurs while said

exdusive-OR output has another value complementary
to said one value.

50
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